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Abstract
Visual representation of poverty and street culture underwent a fundamental shift between the mid-
nineteenth and mid-twentieth centuries. Prior to the mid-nineteenth century, the standard for representation
of street life was broadly typological: images tended to present not singular individuals, but figures
representing a kind of visual average. By the mid-twentieth century, viewers had come to expect documentary-
style representations of poverty: naturalistic images, depicting real individuals who lived real lives. Viewers
had also come to expect that the primary medium for representing poverty and street culture would be
photography, which had become the default mode for representing the real.
While it is tempting to view the typological and documentary modes as opposites, this chapter contends that
the latter evolved out of the former. The chapter examines the 1877 publication Street Life in London, by
photographer John Thomson and journalist Adolphe Smith, as an early, but dramatic, moment in that
evolution. Through analysis of its images and texts—what its authors termed “true types of the London
Poor”—this study shows how the publication both perpetuates and deviates from the typological tradition,
some of its entries cleaving to the existing norm while others move purposefully toward a more emotionally
affective naturalism.
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 “True Types of the London Poor”: Street Life in London’s Transitional Typology 
Emily Kathryn Morgan 
 
 
Visual representation of poverty and street culture underwent a fundamental shift between the 
mid-nineteenth and mid-twentieth centuries.  From roughly the seventeenth to the mid-nineteenth 
centuries, the standard for representation of street life was broadly typological: whether played 
for sympathy or laughs, images tended to present not singular individuals, but figures 
representing a visual average of those one might encounter living and working in a city’s streets.  
By the mid-twentieth century, viewers had come to expect more “documentary” representations 
of poverty: images depicting real individuals and aiming to offer some idea of their specific 
living situations and everyday experiences.  Viewers had also come to expect that the primary 
medium for the representation of poverty and street culture would be photography, which had 
supplanted other print media such as lithography and etching as the default mode for speedy 
representation of the real. 
 
It is thus tempting to oppose the typological mode in print media to the documentary mode in 
photography, viewing them as opposite means for representing poverty with incompatible goals: 
the former to objectify, the latter to individualize.  I contend that it is more accurate, however, to 
see the documentary mode evolving over time and even growing out of the typological.  In this 
chapter I examine the 1877 publication Street Life in London, by photographer John Thomson 
and journalist Adolphe Smith, as an early, but dramatic, moment in that evolution.  While some 
of Street Life in London’s images and texts demonstrate continuity with the static typological 





A traditional street type print shows a generic figure, representative of an entire group of people: 
a seller of onions or flowers, for instance; or a street-sweeper.  Such depictions tend to be frontal, 
and often show the figure isolated against a neutral background: an all-white void in some 
instances, a generic street setting in others [Fig. 7.2].  Such images emphasize characteristic 
details of clothing or tools of the trade; and many, in a subgroup known as “Street Cries,” 
caption the images with the characteristic shouts such a figure might utter in hawking his or her 
wares or services.  Street types, as Sean Shesgreen has noted, “treat hawkers not naturalistically 
and expressively by massing them into a crowd, but scientifically, following the methods of 
natural history. Separating them from each other, from their social superiors and from their 
environments, they immobilize this perambulating community and break it down into its 
constituent members.”1  Street photography in the documentary mode, on the other hand, 
emphasizes the lived experiences of real individuals in real contexts.  Coming into its own in the 
early-to-mid twentieth century, the documentary mode in photography and film tends to reject 
the generic in favor of the singular, and to depict subjects in a manner that engenders not 
distanced evaluation but empathetic identification.  “Even when temperate,” William Stott has 
written of the documentary mode, “a human document carries and communicates feeling, the 
raw material of drama.”2 
 
Aiming to use the camera in service of both visual and political reform, Street Life in London 
incorporated photographs by Thomson and texts by Smith.3  Setting out in 1877 to profile 
London’s street figures in both word and image, the authors planned to take advantage of the 
camera’s capacity to particularize rather than generalize, to render the scenes it encountered with 




break with the past: while some scholars have dubbed Thomson “the first photojournalist,” such 
an anachronistic formulation ignores the ways in which Street Life in London continued to cleave 
to the standards of visual typology.4  At the same time, however, Street Life in London clearly 
did begin to depart from the typological manner of representing poverty and street culture in 
search of a new mode.   
 
In the Preface to Street Life in London, Smith and Thomson even gave a name to that mode, 
writing that they aimed to take advantage of photography’s “unquestionable accuracy” to offer 
what they called “true types of the London Poor.”5  With the term “true type,” I argue, the 
authors indicated a deliberate break with past visual approaches to representing poverty.  Where 
a traditional street type is a patent construction, static and isolated, their “true types” would be 
context-dependent and reform-minded.  Street Life in London’s images would work in concert 
with its texts, the pictures showing street laborers grounded in the physical and social landscapes 
of London while the texts provided contextual depth and pled for improved public health 
measures, increased regulation of certain trades, implementation of income security programs for 
retired workers, and other types of social and legal change.   
 
The entry London Cabmen, demonstrates how they attempted to accomplish this representational 
reform [see Fig. 7.1].  Thomson’s image depicts a cabdriver atop his cab, stopped in the street to 
chat with another man, probably also a driver, who stands on the sidewalk.  Though sharply 
focused, the image lacks the descriptive detail and frontal presentation common to the street type 
genre: the first driver sits with his back and shoulder to the camera, his cab turned away so that 




naturalistically engaged in conversation.  In a similar spirit, Smith’s accompanying text 
challenges the assumptions about cabmen’s innate untrustworthiness that were common in 
contemporary writing about the streets.  Smith contends that the workers themselves were the 
victims of an unfair system, many cabdrivers being exploited by the cab-owners from whom they 
rented their rigs and very few able to make a decent living at the job.  He welcomes their 
attempts to organize, hoping such a measure will gain them protection from systemic abuse.6      
 
In many ways, the innovations of Street Life in London grew naturally out of both authors’ 
earlier experiences.  Thomson spent the 1860s traveling throughout East Asia.7  He focused in 
particular on China, making several voyages into the country to photograph its peoples, 
landscapes, and structures.8  Early in his travels, he made “street type” photographs according to 
standard practice, moving vendors and other street figures into his studio to reenact their 
activities.  Later, as his field photography skills developed, he eschewed such artificialities, 
photographing directly in the streets.  These photographs remained posed—they could not have 
been otherwise, given the lengthy exposure times—but as he brought his camera to his subjects, 
photographing them in their own worlds rather than forcing them into his, the resulting pictures 
became increasingly naturalistic.  Both his field photography expertise and his interest in 
naturalistic street photography proved ideal preparation for Street Life in London.   
 
Smith’s early career had been no less interesting.  Though English-born, during the Franco-
Prussian War of 1870-71 he volunteered as a medic with the French Army.  The experience was 
harrowing.  During the lengthy Siege of Paris by the Prussians he tended to the city’s wounded, 




Commune. Although not officially a Communard himself, he sympathized deeply with the 
movement’s egalitarian ideals, emerging from the experience a dedicated Socialist.9  Fleeing 
back to London after the violent suppression of the Commune, he established himself as an 
activist journalist. Throughout his subsequent long career he labored, often anonymously, to 
illuminate the privations of poverty and to humanize the poor.  For his primary employer, the 
medical journal The Lancet, he spent nearly five decades writing on issues related to public 
health, especially in slums and tenements.10  Street Life in London came early in his career, but it 
expresses the same impulses that motivated him throughout his life: a sympathetic attitude 
toward the poor; a focus on improving laborers’ lives through public initiatives; and a desire to 
show middle-class readers that the concerns of a life of labor were just as real and pressing as 
their own.11   
 
Street Life in London thus represents the combined efforts and interests of its authors. The 
publication appeared in 1877-78 in two formats with identical content: from February 1877 to 
January 1878 it ran as a serialized monthly publication (a common format in the nineteenth 
century), each of its twelve installments incorporating three entries; and in late 1877 it appeared 
also as a handsome, single-volume “Christmas book,” with all thirty-six entries under one 
cover.12  The publisher, Sampson Low and Co., already ran two other photographically-
illustrated serials, The Picture Gallery (1872-1880) and Men of Mark (1876-1883), similarly 
bound in presentation volumes at year’s end.   
 
Although novel in its use of photography, Street Life in London was not the first attempt to 




throughout the nineteenth century.  Some writers aimed to improve the lives of the poor by 
proposing improvements to their living conditions.  One such example, Hector Gavin’s 1848 
Sanitary Ramblings, gave account of conditions in Bethnal Green, a warren of tenements in East 
London.13  Gavin focused primarily on the built environment, speaking sympathetically but only 
in passing of the inhabitants of Bethnal Green.  Emphasizing concrete fact over colorful detail, 
Gavin’s study aimed not for general readership but for an audience of like-minded reformers: 
sanitary engineers, physicians, and officials with the capacity to remedy the conditions he 
described.14 
 
Other street exploration literature aimed for a broader audience, giving accounts that were more 
colorfully narrative than detail-oriented.  Such works ran a wide gamut: some offered valuable 
and sympathetic examinations of the challenges of poverty, while others amounted to 
sensationalistic slumming.  In an example of the latter, The Sinks of London Laid Open, the 
anonymous author writes condescendingly and unsympathetically of the poor.  Sitting in disguise 
in the pub of a lodging-house, he gives gleeful account and passes harsh judgment as the lodgers 
gamble, brawl, and drink themselves into a stupor.15  James Greenwood’s 1868 undercover 
report A Night in a Workhouse, by contrast, balances titillation with sympathy, offering an 
informative account of the privations of poverty but still drawing a large popular audience with 
its compelling story.16  Greenwood subsequently made a career of street exploration, and his 
entire oeuvre offers a correspondingly audience-pleasing balance of information and 





As I have already noted, visual depiction of poverty had a similarly long history and wide range 
of forms.  Traditionally, suites of street-type prints had been published either independent of text 
or with minimal description.  In the mid-nineteenth century, however, several works appeared 
that combined image and text, initiating the impulse that later gave rise to Street Life in London.  
The best-known was a massive project undertaken in the 1850s, Henry Mayhew’s four-volume 
London Labour and the London Poor.  A journalist, Mayhew wrote for a broad audience, in a 
more populist style than that of a scientific-minded reformer like Gavin.  But the sheer scale of 
Mayhew’s investigations gave his study a depth not found in other street exploration works, and 
he avoided both sensationalistic slum-tourism like that of The Sinks of London Laid Open, and 
the hysterical hand wringing that sometimes characterizes Greenwood’s works.  In one section, 
Mayhew expended over three hundred pages detailing the myriad professions that centered on 
the collection and management of London’s “dust”—a euphemism including everything from 
dirt to sewage and dead animals.18  Here and throughout his study Mayhew expressed neither 
squeamish disgust nor a crude desire to shock his readership: he simply reported as much, and as 
straightforwardly, as he could.  
 
Images appear throughout Mayhew’s study.  All are prints, but many were made after (now-lost) 
photographs by daguerreotypist Richard Beard.  Beard photographed the subjects in his studio, 
but the printmaker who translated the pictures then inserted generic street scenes in the 
background, artificially returning the laborers to the street.  The images are standard street-types, 
showing subjects mid-action and centered on the page, their features and the tools of their trade 
clearly visible. The pictures in Mayhew thus stand in tension with the text, opposing its depth 





In 1872 another text-image hybrid appeared, Gustave Doré’s and Blanchard Jerrold’s London: A 
Pilgrimage.19  The Doré /Jerrold project foregrounded images over words: Jerrold primarily 
acted as a guide for the French illustrator Doré, shaping his texts to accompany the pictures.  
Doré’s and Jerrold’s view of London is hardly as thorough as Mayhew’s, but Doré’s prints show 
more variation and emotion than the images in Mayhew’s work.  Here and there Doré pays clear 
homage to the street-type genre, offering traditional renderings of flower-girls and other street 
figures; but he also provides thoroughly contextualized images of working Londoners, some of 
them quite moving acknowledgments of the mundanities—trudging to work before sunrise, 
standing in line for coffee—of laboring life.20  
 
Smith and Thomson recognized Street Life in London as a contribution to these traditions in 
textual and visual literature.  In their Preface they acknowledged Mayhew and Greenwood as 
antecedents; and while they did not mention Doré’s and Jerrold’s work they were certainly aware 
of it, since Jerrold was Smith’s father-in-law.  Smith’s and Thomson’s Preface indicates their 
desire to contribute to, but also to update this literature of street exploration.  Combining 
photography and text, their “true types” sought to balance existing conventions for the 
representation of poverty with a new way of representing labor.  Thomson did not wish to make 
hieratic street types with a camera, as he had already indicated with his Chinese street 
photography.  He and Smith instead aimed to modernize the representation of labor, to combine 
photography’s detail and attention to particulars with humanizing, sympathetic texts.  Where 
Greenwood had offered just “sketches of low life,” as Thomson and Smith wrote in the Preface, 




the images in Mayhew had functioned almost independently of the text, Smith’s texts and 
Thomson’s images worked closely together.  Where Jerrold’s text had acted only as a framing 
device for Doré’s prints, text and image in Street Life in London told a holistic story.  “Armed 
with note-book and camera,” as they put it, Smith and Thomson ventured into the streets to 
depict and describe their subjects’ lives and work.22 
 
A look at the first two issues of Street Life in London illuminates how they aimed to update the 
depiction of labor.  The first issue, from February 1877, included three entries: “London 
Nomades,” “London Cabmen,” and “Covent Garden Flower-Women,” all professions that a 
veteran reader of street-exploration literature would have recognized.  Mayhew had begun his 
study with a similar examination of “nomadic” street figures; cabdrivers commonly appeared as 
unsavory figures in the literature of street exploration; and flower-women were age-old street 
types, their appearance in any collection of street imagery almost de rigueur.  But Smith and 
Thomson profiled these familiar figures in an innovative way.  Thomson’s photographs show the 
subjects in specific, identifiable locales, such as the façade of the church in Covent Garden 
where the flower-sellers stand.23  They also demonstrate the naturalism he cultivated even in 
posed imagery: his picture of the “London Cabmen” shows the two cabdrivers not stiffly posed 
but casually chatting in the street.  The texts, too, demonstrate the authors’ awareness of the 
literary tropes of street exploration, and their desire to update or reject these traditions. Working 
against other street-explorers’ emphasis on cabdrivers’ gruffness and dishonesty, Smith’s text for 
“London Cabmen” instead defends their honesty, reflecting and extending the radical naturalism 





The second monthly issue of Street Life in London departs even more dramatically from the 
standards for representation of street-figures.  It profiles three groups generally not found in 
existing collections of street types: military recruiters, people affected by seasonal flooding of 
the Thames, and public-health workers.  In none of the three entries do the photographs conform 
to the hieratic standards of street typology, or the texts to the traditions of street-exploration 
literature.  “Recruiting Sergeants at Westminster” profiles a group of military recruiters who use 
a pub near Westminster Abbey as their enlistment office [Fig. 7.3].  In the image, made outside 
the pub, Thomson flaunts his mastery of field photography: the recruiters pose casually and 
naturalistically, and the exposure time was so nearly instantaneous as to render clearly even 
passersby.  By silhouetting the recruiters against the brightly lit background, Thomson renders 
the details of their faces and clothing nearly illegible.  A viewer looking for the generic detail of 
a street-type, the information that might reveal the look of a “typical” recruiter, would find little 
satisfaction here.  Smith’s text, too, offers more than just a straightforward account of the 
business of recruiting.  He shows his socialist stripes with a trenchant critique of the British 
military’s age-old practice of allowing men to buy, rather than earn, their military ranks.  “Will 
the day never dawn,” he importunes, “when some patriotic reformer shall … throw the army 
open to all, render its rewards accessible to sterling merit alone, without regard for wealth, 
position, or family influence?”24  The other two entries in the March issue, “Sufferers from the 
Floods” and “Public Disinfectors,” offer similarly unusual visual presentations of their subjects 
and overt calls for reform in their texts.        
 
Despite or perhaps because of its aggressive innovations, critics were from the start unable and 




Misunderstanding the publication’s desire to move away from the strictures of typology, one 
critic wrote that it was sure to fail because of a lack of subject matter. “Street-types in London,” 
he noted, “are not very numerous.”25  Others chimed in to protest that Thomson’s images did not 
meet their expectations, and to demand more traditional street-types.  “[W]e want to see the faces 
of the street-folk,” complained one, “not the streets or alleys in which they stand.  For example, 
one photograph presents the back view of a hansom cab and cabman—now the typical cabman is 
the picture wanted.  A series of single figures would be best.”26  Though Thomson desired to 
make naturalistic street imagery, to reform the visual language of street typology, the audience 
resisted.  
 
Initially, the texts received less criticism.  A few critics praised the essays in Street Life in 
London precisely for their bold, reformist spirit; and one critic wrote that the publication, with its 
humanizing combination of text and photographs, had the potential to accomplish even more 
than Henry Mayhew had done.27  But as the series progressed, other reviewers began 
complaining that the texts were boring.  Without the caricatural capabilities of a Dickens, one 
critic opined, a writer could not make such difficult subject-matter appeal to buyers.28   
 
Smith and Thomson listened to the reviewers.  Because the publication ran serially, they could 
and did alter subsequent monthly issues to remedy the perceived inadequacies of the initial ones.  
When it became clear, for instance, that critics disliked the naturalistic arrangements of images 
like “London Cabmen,” Thomson reverted in some instances to making street-types.  “The 
London Boardmen,” to give one example, depicts a filthy sandwich-board carrier, standing 




examination [Fig. 7.4].  Reviewers responded appreciatively, one praising the image as 
“thoroughly characteristic.”29 While Thomson never fully caved to this pressure to conform to 
the street-type model, by early summer 1877 between one-third and one-half of his photographs 
were fairly traditionally typological in their composition.  Smith, for his part, dialed back his 
radicalism as the series progressed, calling less for broad policy reform and instead offering 
suggestions for individual philanthropic endeavors, activities more within the reach—and to the 
taste—of the middle-class Victorian audience the publisher wished to access.       
 
These efforts ultimately came in vain, as sales of the serialized Street Life in London remained 
poor.  The publishers pinned their hopes on the single-volume Christmas book: if it sold well, 
they would allow Street Life in London to run as a serial for another year.30  But its sales, too, 
proved disappointing.  The publishers cancelled Street Life in London after Christmas, and the 
January 1878 installment became its last.31 
 
The authors and publisher had had reason to believe that Street Life in London would do well.  
The street exploration genre that included works like those of Doré and Jerrold, Mayhew, and 
Greenwood was wildly popular.  Victorians loved photographs, and Thomson already had a 
reputation as a photographer capable of bringing the world to one’s very doorstep.  Smith’s texts 
offered topicality, and he brought passion to his arguments for the humanity and dignity of the 
poor.  Why, then, did the publication fail? 
 
Counterintuitively, the photographs themselves carry some of the blame.   In part, the 




books were, in the nineteenth century, rather fantastically so.  But publisher Sampson Low and 
Co. had had no problems selling its other photographically-illustrated serials.  A respectable 
Victorian might be willing to spend a great deal to buy his children Men of Mark or The Picture 
Gallery, with their admirable emphases on Victorian worthies and great works of Western art.  
He found himself less willing to spend lavishly on pictures of the poor, particularly if they did 
not conform to his expectations for what pictures of the poor ought to look like (as many of 
Thomson’s images still did not, even after he began making an effort to deliver more 
straightforward “street types”), and especially if the pictures were accompanied by texts written 
in a suspiciously socialist voice.   
 
The very presence of photographs in the publication also changed the audience’s experience of 
the “street type” genre in deeper ways.  Although looking at prints of street figures might have 
constituted a pleasant diversion, viewers found it discomfiting to look at photographs of the same 
people.  For Victorian audiences, photographs had an immediacy and a presence not possessed 
by any other pictorial form. To look at one was to encounter the subject itself.  Victorian 
audiences tended to read any photograph, even a staged or composite one, as reality.  Early art 
photographers O.G. Rejlander and H.P. Robinson both confronted this misapprehension when 
presenting their composite photographs to the Victorian public.  The photographs of nude bodies 
in Rejlander’s Two Ways of Life (1857) shocked audiences who would have had less to say about 
painted nudes; and Victorians found the death scene in Robinson’s Fading Away (1858) 
unsettling, even though Robinson made clear that his subjects were actors and that the scene was 





As such, the scope of Smith’s and Thomson’s project was circumscribed in a way that the scope 
of a project like Mayhew’s had not been.  Mayhew had been able to cover a variety of difficult 
subject-matter up to and including prostitution.  His book even included drawings of prostitutes.  
Audiences were shocked, but distantly so: although some were derived from photographs, the 
images in Mayhew were not themselves photographs, and Victorian audiences thus saw them as 
art, not as reality.  Because Street Life in London incorporated photographs rather than prints, 
Smith and Thomson did not have as much latitude as their predecessors.  They had to take care 
not to show too much reality, not to bring audiences into the presence of too much debasement or 
degradation.  Hence they could not match either Mayhew’s comprehensiveness or Greenwood’s 
sensationalism.  They could not address prostitution, even though prostitutes worked in the 
streets alongside other figures profiled in the publication.  
 
 Likewise, they could not match Mayhew’s frankness when it came to the subject of “dust.”  
Where Mayhew confronted audiences with hundreds of pages of sometimes-disgusting detail on 
the topic, Smith and Thomson offer a sanitized view.  In the sole entry devoted to “dustmen,” 
Smith’s text focuses on the useful ways dust may be reprocessed into building materials, and 
Thomson’s image is similarly cleansed and purified: it depicts two garbage-collectors not at the 
dust-yard or with piles of trash but, bizarrely, against a masked-out background [Fig. 7.5].  In a 
deviation from the innovative naturalism of in some other Street Life images, here the dustmen 
appear to be floating in a placeless, garbage-less void.  Thomson removed from the picture of 
dustmen any sign of “dust” itself, creating a more palatable picture but also a less-informative 
one.  The resulting image offers neither the classificatory satisfactions of a traditional street-type, 




the same problem: photographs were supposed to be the book’s selling point; but at the same 
time photographs prevented the book from addressing material that might be too challenging for 
the audience.  The authors thus found themselves damned by a dilemma: unable to confront 
challenging subject-matter lest they offend the audience with the realism of photography, but 
also unable to offer the breadth of information about poverty and street culture that the audience 
desired.  Mayhew and other predecessors, because they had not used photographic imagery, had 
not confronted the same strictures.   
 
In the short term, then, Street Life in London did not succeed.  In the longer term, however, it 
holds tremendous appeal.  Not only does it incorporate rare and captivating photographs of 
London street life, but also it fascinates precisely because many of the photographs, despite 
Thomson’s corrections, are not street types.  Victorian viewers wanted the clarity and uniformity 
of traditional street types, but present-day viewers appreciate the very visual cacophony, the 
wealth of contextual information, that so perplexed audiences in 1877.  Traditional street types 
rendered street life legible and comprehensible for Victorian viewers, but with the rise of 
photography and its increasing capability to stop action and render detail, to capture life as it 
happened in all its randomness, such hieratic images came to read as falsehoods.  With their 
“true types,” Smith and Thomson made an early attempt to use photography not to eliminate 
contextual detail but to include it, to show in image and describe in text both the street figures 
and their surroundings. Thomson could not yet achieve a candid image, but the casual poses and 
incidental detail offered in many of his images would become familiar features of the 
documentary mode, as would the impulse to combine text and image to tell a more complete 




nullify Smith’s and Thomson’s attempt.  Rather, it shows just how radical their initial aims 
were—so radical that the audience rebelled.  Street Life in London may not have resulted in an 
immediate shift in the representation of poverty, but its naturalistic images presage the later rise 
of documentary street photography.  The publication may thus be seen as an early manifestation 
of a rising impulse: to use photography to show poverty and street culture in ways no other 
medium could.  The dynamic documentary form, far from being opposed to the static street-type 
form, evolved out of it, developing as a visual language.  In Street Life in London’s “true types” 
the authors make an early attempt to speak that new language. 
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